GREEN TRANSITION

- the road for new jobs and better climate
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GREEN TRANSITION
CREATES GREEN JOBS
A green transition is needed. The United Federation of Danish Workers, 3F, wants Denmark to be a
growth centre for know-how, technology and production, a status we must gain to be at the fore of development and realise the potential embodied in the
renewable energy and energy technological solutions
of the future.
To make Denmark a growth centre and effectively promote sustainable development, thus enhancing the effects on employment, 3F set up its Green
ThinkTank in the autumn of 2014. The ThinkTank
comprises researchers and representatives of leading
companies and central organisations in the fields of
renewable energy and new energy technologies.
The ThinkTank has addressed such issues as establishing which political frameworks are required to
utilise renewable energy in an energy-efficient way,
creating new value chains in the future bioeconomy,
identifying areas with the greatest growth and employment potential and finding ways to eliminate
regulatory barriers.

A green transition is a crucial driver for continuing
Denmark’s growth and increasing its employment in
a durable manner. Exports of Danish energy-saving
products and technologies generate earnings and
jobs in Danish companies.
The ThinkTank’s key task is to propose initiatives specifically aimed at promoting sustainable development
in the short and medium terms and thereby help create new jobs.
We have done our best to keep our wish list from being too costly. Despite the limited financial burden of
our proposals, however, they can nevertheless make a
significant impact on job creation, earnings and the
development of a more durable society.
3F’s Green ThinkTank has now completed its work,
and we hope the concrete proposals set out in this
publication can play a role in launching political initiatives that promote renewable energy and new energy technologies and thereby create jobs in Denmark.

Per Christensen
President of 3F
		

Anders Eldrup
Chairman of the
ThinkTank
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GREEN TRANSITION
AND GROWTH
– a local job creator and a global obligation

It is broadly agreed that we need to convert from fossil fuels to more renewable energy sources and bring
down greenhouse gases. At the same time, we must
invest in green growth, which enables us to use our
scarce resources more efficiently and helps keep energy consumption low.
Denmark has special opportunities in this field
that enable us to make significant contributions while
also reaping the considerable advantages.

GREEN INITIATIVES WITH
MANY POSITIVE EFFECTS

In its work, 3F’s Green ThinkTank has concentrated
on presenting a wide variety of concrete suggestions
within a broad range of green energy and growth areas. These suggestions are based on analyses obtained
and on the knowledge and experience of its members.
On the following pages, we first provide a summary of our main conclusions and suggestions, and then
present the various areas in more detail.
Security of supply

The EU is the world’s largest energy importer, with

over 50% of its energy coming from imports. The annual foreign exchange cost is EUR 400 billion.
The EU’s own energy production, from the North
Sea and elsewhere, is declining. Nuclear power is being phased out in several locations. Old coal mines
are being closed.
The EU’s dependence on imported energy from
Russia, among others, will therefore grow in the years
to come unless a special effort is made.
The time is therefore ripe for the EU to implement
a long-term conversion of its energy production and
energy consumption – also in the interests of security
of supply.
In the period 1994-2013 we have produced more
energy in Denmark than we have used. The chief production source is the fossil fuels in the North Sea, but
we have not been energy self-sufficient since 2013,
because the oil and gas production that we have used
(see Fig. 1) is falling and will continue to decline.
If we are to remain self-sufficient in energy in
Denmark, we will have to pour far more resources
into renewable energy sources – wind, solar, biomass,
waste, etc.
As Fig. 2 shows, Energinet.dk has developed a

Figure 1: Primary energy production
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Source: Register of wind turbines, Danish Energy Agency
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Denmark – energy self-sufficient
A green transition can assure Denmark a unique position as an
energy self-sufficient country for many years to come.

that continually circulates materials and thus prevents them
from ending in an incinerator or on a rubbish dump.

Denmark as showcase
Denmark – enjoying a better balance
By using and expanding on our headstart in many green areas,
we can simultaneously earn money, create jobs and support
growth and development. If we focus on the green initiatives
outlined on the following pages, we will create a wealth of new
jobs in rural districts and thereby counteract the division that
the country is currently undergoing.

Denmark and the circular economy
The circular economy is an intelligent economy where we
make the best use of our resources. An economy where we
make sure our resources do not disappear but manage them by
means so they can be reused over and over again. An economy

As a small nation Denmark cannot make a major contribution
to this transition on its own. However, we can make an impact and contribution far beyond our ‘league’ by being a showcase for research, innovation and knowledge, tried-and-true
solutions, commercial products and services, test centres and
broad commitment and cooperation in society. The interaction
between Denmark’s large well-functioning public sector and its
private companies offers good examples of how new, innovative solutions can be created.
This gives Danish businesses an important role in the transition now under way in a number of countries.

G R E E N T R A N S I T I O N T H E R OA D T O N E W J O B S A N D B E T T E R C L I M AT E
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Figure 2: Converting energy systems
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scenario showing how the energy system could be
converted to function without fossil fuels by 2050. It
calls for efforts across the board. We have made good
progress with the electricity system, but we can only
achieve our goal if the transition extends to other sectors. If successful, we can have clean energy in 2050
and still maintain our security of supply.

A skewed Denmark

Employment

Figure 3: Geographic employment effect of the construction
of six biorefineries.
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The EU is having immense problems creating an
adequate number of jobs – particularly for young
people. The problem exists in all EU countries, most
palpably those in Southern and Eastern Europe. Mass
unemployment engenders huge social problems and,
if allowed to take hold, will threaten the stability of
European societies.
The conversion of energy production and energy
consumption will offer new job opportunities for
many people. These new jobs will be predominantly
in the production sector (examples being the bioeconomy, energy efficiency renovation and the wind turbine industry) and will therefore be available to the
less educated members of the labour force. Significant
initiatives in the education sector will also be needed
to ensure workers have the right qualifications.
According to calculations from the Economic
Council of the Labour Movement, the 32 concrete
recommendations that we propose can translate into
58,000 temporary jobs annually over a five-year period and will create roughly 15,000 permanent jobs.
The bulk will be production jobs and most will be located outside Denmark’s major towns.
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The intense urban migration of recent years is creating an increasing imbalance in Denmark.
Converting the energy system to greener energy
will offer an opportunity to counter this trend, as
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Figure 4: Share of Danish commodity
exports accounted for by energy technology
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hagen Economics (CE) for 3F. It shows that if Denmark builds the six large or twelve small biorefineries
for which it is projected to have space, up to 25,000
new jobs can be created over the next 15 years. As
many as 20,000 of these will be in rural districts. (See
Fig. 3)
Wind turbine expansion, home energy renovation
and effective waste management can also be planned
in ways that stimulate activity particularly in rural
districts.
The wind turbine industry is already today a vital
source of employment in many local authorities, especially in Jutland.
The circular economy – a new growth area

The circular economy requires us to rethink the
way we produce and consume goods and services. It
means redesigning our products, goods, consumer
patterns and business models. This is why the circular
economy is interesting for large companies operating
in global markets as well as for private consumers in
the supermarket.
Danish businesses have a huge potential to become
more resource-efficient and competitive. Copenhagen Economics has conducted a survey that resulted
in a report, The resource productivity and competitiveness of Danish industry. Among other things, the
report shows that Danish companies that make the
best use of existing technologies have the potential to
save DKK 5-11 billion in costs. In terms of wages and
salaries, this corresponds to a saving of between DKK
9 and DKK 19 per hour worked.
Consequently, companies need to be aware that

Exports are in
current prices and
exclude drilling rigs

being more resource-efficient and developing circular business models can give them a greater competitive edge. They can achieve this by remanufacturing
and using products more effectively, an area that
holds vast potential for the Danish economy (see the
Ellen McArthur Foundation report Delivering the
circular economy – a toolkit for policymakers, which
uses Denmark as a test case).
Moreover, take-back systems must be available to
companies, which must also have the option of using secondary raw materials in their production. The
unintended consequences and ambiguities of the existing legislation must be eliminated, because they
make circular business models and remanufacturing
difficult.
Denmark has a leading position – this can create jobs and earnings

Denmark has a leading position in many green areas – wind, bioeconomy, district heating, waste and
water to name a few. Demand for these types of products is growing in the rest of the world. That is why
our exports of energy technology solutions are growing somewhat faster these days than exports generally. (See Fig. 4)
We must seize this unique opportunity and establish farsighted industrial policies that allow us to take
even fuller advantage of the potential. For this reason, we need to plan the framework conditions for
enterprises so that we as a society gain the most from
our green leadership position. For example, we must
become better at systems export of green solutions.

G R E E N T R A N S I T I O N T H E R OA D T O N E W J O B S A N D B E T T E R C L I M AT E
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SUMMARY OF THE THINKTANK’S
CONCRETE RECOMMENDATIONS
WASTE AND RESOURCES

DISTRICT HEATING

• Clarification of the framework conditions for the
waste sector, including forms of waste facility
ownership.
• Development of a strategic waste management
plan across local authorities.
• Common nationwide rules for sorting waste for
recycling.
• Simplification of the legislation to enable the development of industrial symbioses.
• Adjustment of the legislation to enable promotion
of systems export.
• Simpler and more flexible administration of the EU
transport regulation.

• Optimal use of Denmark’s district heating network.
• Setting up a consortium for systems export of district heating solutions.
• Options for municipal utilities to assist with export
work.

BIOECONOMY
• Mandatory blending quota of 2.5% for second-generation bioethanol in petrol.
• Enabling the establishment of a public-private
enterprise for integrated biorefining.
• Starting up green biorefining.
• Replacing imported soy protein with Danish-produced protein.
• Biorefining of waste.

ENERGY RENOVATION
• A greener Home-Job Plan [BoligJobordning].
• A solution to the owner-tenant paradox.
• Mapping of the energy consumption of local authorities.
• Free, independent energy consultancy scheme.
• Models that guarantee energy savings on major
energy renovation projects.
• More supplementary training focusing specifically
on energy renovation and new technologies.
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WATER TECHNOLOGY
• Efficiency improvements through optimised operations and investments in innovative solutions.
• ‘Total Cost of Ownership’ principle to include lifetime, energy and durability.
• Division of roles between public water companies
and the water industry.
• Public water companies’ energy, climate, environmental and health performance.
• Enabling water companies to contribute actively to
innovation and marketing.
• Act on municipal climate adaptation plans.

WIND ENERGY
• Exploiting Denmark’s significant onshore wind energy potential.
• Common offshore wind strategy in the North Sea
and the Baltic Sea.
• Binding the electricity and heating sectors together
in a new integrated energy system.
• Boosting efforts to export the Danish energy model.
• Becoming the most flexible electrified country in
the world.
• Exploiting the investment opportunities of the
Juncker plan.

G R E E N T R A N S I T I O N T H E R OA D T O N E W J O B S A N D B E T T E R C L I M AT E
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WASTE AND RESOURCES
3F: We must become even better at sorting
and recycling waste in future. Common rules
for sorting waste for recycling are one means to
this end.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS
IN MORE DETAIL
Clarifying the framework conditions for the
waste sector

For the past 10 years politicians have been discussing how to organise the waste sector. Discussions
have focused on the need to liberalise the sector and
thus to corporatise WtE plants. The lack of clarification and the ensuing insecurity about the future have
BACKGROUND
Denmark has been a pioneer in the waste sector for many years.
We consider waste as a resource that must be recycled or used to
produce energy. This approach has helped make Denmark a green
leader in areas like the waste-to- energy sector, where more than
31,000 people are employed in green jobs.1 The waste-to-energy
process (WtE) is also key to the phasing-out of the fossil fuels
used in electricity and heating production.
In future we must be even better at sorting and recycling
waste.2 Success in this field can add further impetus to the green
transition and create more green jobs.
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made the industry more hesitant to invest in development and new technologies.
Establishing Danish sorting and recycling
facilities

Currently, 98 Danish local authorities each have plans
in place for organising the sorting and management
of household waste. This makes it harder for both waste management companies and private-sector players to plan their investments in new waste recycling
technologies like sorting plants.
The wide range of municipal solutions means that
Danish citizens sort their waste in different ways,
which complicates the planning of major investments
and limits the number of this type of sorting facility
in Denmark. A strategic plan should therefore be drawn up for how to manage waste across Danish local
authorities.
Danish local authorities export almost two million tonnes of recyclable waste. Denmark needs frameworks to ensure that waste recycling technologies
and sorting plants can be established that generate the
greatest recycling effect. Such facilities could be established as Public-Private Partnership (PPP) projects.
It is assumed that four to six facilities of this type
can be built in Denmark. They would provide jobs
for the approx. 100-150 people needed to operate the
facilities, with construction of the facilities creating
further jobs.
The fact that Denmark makes a clear distinction
between household and industrial waste is an obstacle. As the legislation currently stands, municipal

3F’S GREEN THINKTANK RECOMMENDS:

• Clarification of the framework conditions
for the waste sector, including forms of
waste facility ownership.
• Development of a strategic waste management plan across local authorities.
• Common nationwide rules for sorting
waste for recycling.
• Simplification of the legislation to enable
the development of industrial symbioses.
• Adjustment of the legislation to enable
promotion of systems export.
• Simpler and more flexible administration
of the EU transport regulation.

waste management companies are not allowed to
establish or co-own facilities that manage recyclable
industrial waste. This makes an investment unprofitable for both local authorities and private-sector stakeholders.
Developing industrial symbioses

The aim of industrial symbiosis is to enable enterprises to use each other’s residual products, which thus
remain in circulation.
The two most commonly practised forms of industrial symbiosis are the local industrial cluster model
(industrial zone or cluster) and the regional/peripheral ‘broker’ model. The symbiotic collaboration
can thus assume more binding forms – as embodied
in the first-mentioned cluster model – but can also
constitute a looser association between a supplier and
a recipient of a residual product from the supplier’s
production unit.

Industrial enterprises currently tend to opt out of
binding collaborations because they become administrative burdens and involve too many rules that prevent genuine cooperation regarding use of the industries’ residual products. The administrative obstacles
relate to tender rules, the definitions used in waste
legislation, and environmental approvals.
Using Danish waste management plants as a
reference for systems export

Denmark is a pioneer country when it comes to WtE
facilities. Our strong, unique home market can therefore serve as a showcase and a lever for starting a new
growth and export adventure. The over 80 Danish
sub-contractors involved with the Amager Bakke
WtE plant alone have gained a strong Danish reference.
Once the EU landfill ban becomes more widespread, the share of waste available for recycling and
energy recovery will grow in the following years. Approximately 75 million tonnes of municipal waste are
currently deposited in landfills in the EU28 (see the
red columns in Figure 5), and there is a shortage of
incineration capacity.
With a few exceptions, Denmark’s waste management companies are municipally owned and therefore have no possibility to establish WtE facilities
outside Denmark, the ability of which would open
up projects to a wide range of Danish suppliers. As
it stands, the broad competencies within this field
go unutilised when Danish enterprises export their
products, and Denmark thus loses a systems export
opportunity.
We should exploit our strong positions in the waste management field as a springboard for systems
export.
Today’s waste management industry is finding that
the highly complicated and lengthy administration of
the EU transport regulation is an obstacle to waste
transport.

http://www2.mst.dk/
Udgiv/publikationer/2013/
1

Options for creating more
value from organic household waste are discussed in
the section on bioeconomy.
2

Figure 5: The use of waste
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BIOECONOMY
3F: Kick-start Denmark’s bioeconomy – an untapped job source

THE RECOMMENDATIONS
IN MORE DETAIL
Advanced biorefinery

Danish biomass holds great potential. The more efficient utilisation of biological resources makes the bioeconomy one of Denmark’s strongest cards for creating technological superiority, competitive strength
and, not least, jobs in urban and rural areas for people with long- and short-term educations alike. (See
Figure 6).
Denmark is ready for the industrial and integrated production of second-generation bioethanol and
biogas via MEC. The facility will create 2,500 jobs in
the two-year construction phase and up to 1,000 permanent jobs, most of which will be in the local area.1
The total impact on the economy and employment has been calculated in the ADAM model (Annual Danish Aggregate Model), also
used by the Ministry of Finance
1

BACKGROUND
Denmark is undisputedly a world leader in advanced biological
production (insulin, enzymes, micro-organisms and food ingredients). Biological production is a key technology, also for the new
bioeconomy.
The bioeconomy offers many advantages. Producing new bio-based products from straw and grass, food industry co-products and
household waste makes sound business sense, creates jobs and is
environmentally and climate-friendly. More specifically:
• Greater value from biological resources; less waste through the
upgrading of residual fractions to new products.
• More jobs, particularly in rural areas.
• Lower CO2 emissions and less dependence on fossil resources.
• Increased earnings for farmers and entrepreneurs.
• Jobs in the food, construction, transport and logistics sectors.
• Jobs in ancillary industries, for example, feedstuffs, biofuel,
bioplastics, healthy food ingredients and new functional materials.
Kick-starting the bioeconomy can stimulate growth and jobs throughout Denmark, a goal that can be effectively achieved by
building on existing advances. For example, Denmark could establish the fully developed Maabjerg Energy Concept (MEC) facility,
develop local, green biorefineries and make greater use of new,

Figure 6: Future biomass
potential in Denmark
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3F’S GREEN THINKTANK RECOMMENDS

Denmark has a strong platform for the new bioeconomy:
• A well-run and efficient primary sector: fishing,
agriculture and forestry.
• An efficient agro-industrial sector: feedstuffs, food
and non-food industries.
• An industrial biotechnology sector that is a global leader, using micro-organisms to produce
high-value products such as insulin, enzymes,
food ingredients and starter cultures for industrial
and agricultural purposes.
• A well-organised and well-regulated energy sector
with extensive expertise in renewable energy and
resource management.
• A well-organised waste sector.
• Progressive environmental legislation that offers
opportunities for new, more sustainable technology.

• Adopting a mandatory blending quota of 2.5% for second-generation bioethanol in petrol (that is, ethanol produced from waste and residual products). This would allow the MEC facility to be realised and thus kick-start the
Danish bioeconomy.
• Enabling the establishment of a joint public-private enterprise that can integrate the production of second-generation bioethanol, biogas and district heating.
• Earmarking a ‘green transition fund’ for starting up green
biorefineries that operate locally and are capable of producing protein-rich feedstuffs from local green biomass.
• Replacing imported soy protein with Danish-produced
protein.
• Earmarking a green transition fund for such initiatives as
municipal pilot tests of processes for handling organic
household waste and sewage sludge.

G R E E N T R A N S I T I O N T H E R OA D T O N E W J O B S A N D B E T T E R C L I M AT E
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Figure 7: Biovaluechain: Value potential
of DKK 22 billion (mostly green)
Yearly additional production value from biomass sources in 2030
Agriculture

Products

Potential value

Straw

Bioethanol, biogas, electricity,
chemicals, etc.

DKK 3.2 billion

Grass

Bioethanol, biogas, electricity,
chemicals, etc.

DKK 14 billion

Liquid manure

Biogas and nutrients

DKK 1.9 billion.

Wood

Bioethanol, biogas, electricity,
chemicals, etc.

DKK 2.9 billion

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on ‘The + 10 million ton plan’ (2012),
interview with Maabjerg Energy Concept (MEC) and own calculations.

Action now: A coordinated action and investment
plan must be made detailing how to best exploit the
potential of the bioeconomy, strategically and swiftly,
to create jobs and drive rural development.
Biomass offers huge value-creation opportunities for
Danish energy production and holds great potential for
upgrading biomass to feedstuffs and food ingredients,
new functional materials, biochemicals and new sustainable polymers for use in bioplastics, for instance.
BUILDING MORE BIOREFINERIES IN DENMARK.

NEXT STEP:

According to several analyses (straw statistics from Statistics Denmark and ‘The +10 million ton’ report), Denmark has
sufficient space and biomass to establish three to four yellow biorefineries (which convert straw and wood chips into
new products). The possibility of establishing two or three
additional yellow biorefineries as soon as possible after the
MEC facility has been constructed should be investigated.
Furthermore, as soon as sufficient experience has been
gathered from the first decentralised green biorefineries and
waste biorefineries, steps should be taken to implement
these technologies throughout Denmark. In particular, initiatives should be taken to give Denmark a strong international position as regards new biological ‘Waste2Value’
waste-upgrading technologies and to promote systems export in this area as well.
All three types of biorefinery can build on the advances
already made in Denmark through the establishment of the
MEC facility, the decentralised biogas plants and modern
waste management facilities throughout the country. (See
Figure 8)
“Geographical
employment
potentials from
bioeconomy” by
Copenhagen Economics for 3F
2

Memorandum
from the Danish Oil
Industry Association
3
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These are some examples of how renewable resources
can be used to replace fossil-based ones. (See figure 7)
Yellow and green biorefineries, tomorrow’s new
production forms, can create precisely this kind of
value. The building and running of these biorefineries, as well as such associated activities as logistics
and cluster formation, will create jobs, stimulate activity in peripheral areas and help develop special
Danish technological competencies. These are some
of the findings of the analysis Geographic employment potential of the bioeconomy.2
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The MEC technology has been thoroughly tested at Inbicon’s demonstration plant at Kalundborg and is now
mature for industrial-scale application. However, there
is a lack of demand for second-generation biofuels.
Denmark urgently needs to hold political discussions about how it – in good step with recently adopted EU rules – can introduce mandatory blending
quotas for second-generation bioethanol in petrol.
The costs of doing so have been estimated at max. 3
øre per litre.3
Furthermore, legislation must be updated to enable the setting up of a joint company to manage the
integrated production of bioethanol, biogas and CHP
(combined heat and power). The MEC biorefinery
near Holstebro can thus create further value by becoming a beacon for the Danish bioeconomy.
Green biorefining

While MEC’s full-scale production facility is under
construction, a basis must be established for developing new decentralised green biorefineries and for
developing a yellow biorefinery to produce more
high-value products like feedstuffs and biomaterials.
The only way to achieve such progress is through
effective, targeted collaboration between agriculture,
industry, the university sector and green organisations. Ministerial funds and incentive programmes
can be used to accelerate development.
The technology is almost in place, but green biorefining needs further development to become a viable
means of industrial production.
If we act together now, the upside in the form of
demand for locally produced feed protein and technology exports can make it easier to attract capital for
commercial upscaling.
Green biorefineries focus on protein products for
pig, cattle and fish feed. In the long term, this focus
will extend to the production of healthy fibre-based
ingredients for feedstuffs that can reduce livestock
farmers’ need to use antibiotics.
Less environmental impact and lower feedstuff
imports are among the environmental advantages
that green biorefining can bring:
• Biomass production in Denmark can be doubled
and environmental impact thus lowered. Initiati-

Figure 8: Supply curve for biomass
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August, September and October.
• A better framework can and must be provided
for the cultivation of environment-friendly protein-rich crops by recognising it as having minimal
environmental impact relative to the agricultural
discharge of nutrients.
• A ministerial green transition fund must be earmarked for establishing locally based biorefineries
that can produce protein-rich feed straight from
local green biomass.
Biorefining waste

ves should be launched as soon as possible to reduce Denmark’s dependence on oil and gas imports
from unstable source areas and to use the full potential of biomass in the production of biomaterials, biochemicals and, not least, ingredients for
feedstuffs and food.
• Denmark imports considerable quantities of soy
protein to feed Danish pigs. Developing competitive Danish protein resources can reduce the need
for such imports. A plan must be prepared for how
competitive, secure supplies from domestic producers can fully or partly replace South American
soy imports.
• Recent research has shown that cultivating green
biomass like clover and grass can produce significantly higher yields while simultaneously reducing
the environmental impact. Higher yields can also
be achieved if farmers grow a second crop after
the grain harvest. This will enable them to exploit
the Danish growth season more effectively by taking advantage of the good growth conditions in

Upgrading organic waste generates great value.
Denmark is ready to process organic waste on an
industrial scale so its valuable content can be used to
produce bioplastics and biogas, for example.
Over the years fresh knowledge has been generated, and innovative technologies have been developed
for managing waste in an environmentally responsible manner. In future a significant amount of Danish
waste is to be both recycled and developed to generate the highest possible value.
Organic household waste can be used as biomass
in the biorefinery conversion process, thus giving society products of greater value than possible through
incineration.
Danish technology exists that can liquefy the organic fraction of waste, after which the biomass can
be used to produce biogas for the transport sector
or for fermentation substrate. Micro-organisms that
produce bioplastics, for example, can be cultivated on
fermentation substrate. Among others, Krüger is currently developing a process for cultivating bioplastics
from bacteria grown on sewage sludge.
Denmark has a tradition for being at the forefront
of waste management. If we also want to be a frontrunner in the new biotechnologies, now is the time
to make our move and take a big, coordinated step
to use new technology in the pursuit of establishing
better waste management that generates value.
Plans should be drawn up for how the biological
element of household waste can be cost-effectively
processed, so materials of value can be put to use and
thus create more value than achievable through incineration.
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ENERGY RENOVATION
3F: Turbo-charging the energy renovation of buildings makes
good common sense. Our buildings account for up to 40% of
our total energy consumption
Economic calculations

According to the Danish Building Research Institute
(SBi), it would cost DKK 200 billion to renovate the
building envelopes and installations of all residential
dwellings and buildings, farmhouses, terraced houses
and commercial buildings. The calculations provided by Statistics Denmark, for one, show that energy
renovation could create thousands of jobs in the construction sector and related industries.
To improve building energy efficiency, the SBi uses
a renovation model that produces a 25% energy saving. Upgrading older homes built to lower energy efficiency standards would save 35%. Taking advantage
of public initiatives, new technology and new products could generate an even greater saving of 45%.
Meeting the challenge

The competencies and technology needed to carry
out many renovation tasks are already available today.
However, further education and skills upgrading are
needed to enhance the understanding and competencies required to optimise the construction process,
for example, by LEAN techniques and other methods
of making the construction process more effective
and professional.

BACKGROUND
New buildings increase Denmark’s building stock by less than
1% annually. This makes the energy renovation of the Danish
building stock an important issue that we must resolve if we are
truly to bring down the energy consumption of our buildings. The
challenge is to find the right incentives to get everyone on board,
which is why it makes good sense to boost energy renovation,
because delaying renovations will make them costlier and more
extensive than if they are done on an ongoing basis. Building renovation also benefits society, because it provides a wealth of jobs
and because the technical solutions are already in place.
Once it has been decided to improve the energy efficiency of
a home or building, energy renovation also presents an obvious
opportunity to convert to green energy not based on fossil fuels.
In the short and medium terms, we will have to use energy more
efficiently until Denmark has switched to renewable sources of
energy such as electricity generated by wind turbines and biofuel-fired district heating.
Experience shows that energy renovation improves comfort and
produces a better indoor climate, an important incentive in itself.
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A holistic perspective on a building and insight
into how its various elements interact are also required to avoid sub-optimisation during energy renovation.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS
IN MORE DETAIL
A greener Home-Job Plan

To promote energy renovation in private homes, 3F
suggests introducing a scheme with a greener, more
strategic focus than the agreement made between the
government, the Socialist People’s Party, the Danish
People’s Party and others. The incentives should be
differentiated and can consist of both deductions and
subsidies. The scheme should only apply to Denmark.
In addition to a general energy renovation of the
building stock and subsequent finish, various situations could enable eligibility for deductions or subsidies. These might include energy renovation in con3F’S GREEN THINKTANK RECOMMENDS
• A greener Home-Job Plan [BoligJobordning] focusing particularly on energy
renovation in peripheral local authorities
and on energy renovation within the
collective right of disposal in the social
housing sector.
• A solution to the owner-tenant paradox,
thus giving both parties an incentive to
play a role in energy renovation.
• All local authorities must map their
energy consumption and energy-saving
possibilities and benchmark themselves
against other local authorities.
• Local authorities, energy companies or
other providers must offer the services
of an independent energy consultant to
home-owners free of charge.
• Models that guarantee energy savings
on major energy renovation projects.
• More supplementary training focusing
specifically on energy renovation and
effective use of new technologies.

Local authorities are required to report their results to the Danish Folketing [parliament] every other year, and benchmark themselves so they can see
their own consumption per square metre compared
with other local authorities.
This process will raise municipal awareness of the
savings potential and motivate local authorities to
draw on each other’s experience. Analyses show that
municipal buildings have built up a considerable renovation backlog (DKK 10-15 billion), of which a significant portion relates to energy renovation.1
However, if local authorities are to initiate major
energy-saving projects, they must be granted exemption from the deposit rules that apply to these types
of project.
A free energy consultant

Organization and
financing of public
infrastructure
projects, kapitel 11
maj 2013
1

nection with a house purchase, installation of heat
pumps in rural areas, energy renovation in peripheral local authorities as well as energy renovation of
the 9,000 privately owned cooperative dwellings and
energy renovation within the collective right of disposal of Denmark’s 550,000 social housing units. The
scheme must be supplemented with the upgrading of
homes built to lower standards.
Energy subsidies must be granted according to energy class. A low energy class triggers a higher subsidy, because it provides the greatest energy efficiency impact. Energy efficiency improvements in rural
districts should also be considered, as this would increase employment opportunities in these areas.
To maximise the impact of energy renovation,
users must be informed about the consequences of
changes in behaviour and about the correct use of
technical installations.
Owner-tenant paradox

In the private home rental sector, an owner-tenant paradox exists in which the landlord pays the costs of energy renovation while the tenants receive the savings.
Consequently, investments in energy renovation
are low in this segment. The segment represents huge
energy-saving potential, provided the Danish Union
of Tenants and the Danish Property Federation can
cooperate on developing the necessary mechanisms.
All local authorities must map their energy
consumption

To highlight the savings potential, local authorities
must map their energy consumption and the potential
for saving energy. By taking the lead in energy renovation of their own buildings, local authorities can be
important role models for citizens and businesses.

Credibility and impartiality are important parameters for home-owners deciding whether to energy
renovate. They need an approved energy consultant
to give them individual, free advice.
This free advice must be based on a thorough survey of the building and its energy consumption, an
identification of potential savings and a list of proposed energy-saving investments, the investment
economics and the subsidy and loan options.
It is important to bear in mind that the proposed
energy-saving measures must not pose a barrier to
any later deep building renovation.
The results of the survey can be documented in the
house service log to avoid the loss of know-how in
the event of a sale, for example.
Greater predictability

Developments in energy prices are an unknown
quantity that calculations of energy renovation savings cannot take into account.
Schemes are available, for example ESCO (Energy
Service Company), in which private providers guarantee energy savings for clients.
This predictability would dispel a great deal of the
uncertainty associated with calculating savings and
thus help promote energy renovation.
Supplementary training in energy renovation

Although Danish construction workers are generally
well equipped to carry out energy renovation work, in
future they will need opportunities to upgrade their
skills in using energy optimisation solutions. Such
training should put special emphasis on improving
the ability of various trade groups to cooperate on
creating holistic solutions that approach the energy consumption of buildings from a comprehensive
perspective. This would prevent sub-optimisation in
various parts of the construction project.
Groups of employees involved with running large
facilities will also need to be better at seeing the potential of energy-optimising the operation of buildings. This will ensure that both current and future
techniques will have the greatest impact.
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DISTRICT HEATING
3F: The district heating network holds great potential: it can be expanded, and district heating solutions are a systems export candidate

BACKGROUND
Denmark has extensive expertise in district heating systems,
which, unlike individual heating systems, can achieve a high degree of energy efficiency.
The Danish district heating sector has been able to design holistic solutions that exploit the waste heat from electricity production, waste incineration and industrial CHP (combined heat
and power), among others, an ability that has made Denmark a
showcase for many countries searching for energy-efficient, climate-friendly heat supply solutions – and for others looking for
district cooling ideas.
Today the Danish district heating industry generates revenue
of approximately DKK 34 billion, of which exports in the form
of components and consultancy account for DKK 5 billion. The
sector as a whole agrees that the markets for district heating
solutions hold sizeable potential.
These markets include not only remote markets like China and
Russia but also Europe, Germany and the UK in particular. However, renovating and optimising district heating systems may also
be a relevant offer to East European regions already using district
heating systems.
Experience from the European markets increasingly tells us
that potential customers will be interested in functional tenders
where tenderers must be able to offer an all-round solution. This
means that, in addition to consultancy or individual components,
the solution must also consist of analysis of the solution’s possibilities, system design, construction, financing, operations, etc.
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THE RECOMMENDATIONS
IN MORE DETAIL
Optimal utilisation of Denmark’s district heating network

Denmark possesses unique district heating expertise. District heating supplies heat to 65% of Danish
households against 12% in the EU.
Among other things, we have specialised knowhow and experience in utilising waste heat from electricity production and waste incineration.
According to the government’s energy policy
agreement, 325,000 oil-fired boilers must be replaced
by 2030 and 425,000 gas boilers by 2035. This means
that 750,000 oil- or gas-heated dwellings ‘must’ be
converted no later than 2035.1
This will mean replacing more than 40,000 installations annually. This may lead to a further expansion
of the district heating network.
The work involved with replacing just over 40,000
oil-fired or gas boilers will generate an annual employment effect of roughly 8,500.2
District heating as a candidate for systems
export – locomotive needed

If Denmark is actively to cultivate new projects comprising functional tenders, it must be able to set up
consortia with both the necessary experience in district heating and the necessary financial strength.
In this regard Denmark has enjoyed success in the
offshore wind sector, because growth is driven by one
large company, DONG Energy, which already owns and
operates offshore wind farms in Denmark. At the same
time, the major components suppliers involved have
been able to bring other sub-contractors with them.
The district heating sector has no such corresponding natural locomotive. In this sector district heating companies are chiefly operated by municipally
owned companies, which have limited opportunities
for setting up subsidiaries that can gain a foothold in
commercial export markets.
Danish expertise on constructing and operating
district heating systems is in high demand from foreign customers, and the district heating companies
possess just that expertise. For this reason, we need
to involve these companies in systems export efforts.
If we fail to do so, we run the risk here in Denmark
of becoming stuck in the role of components supplier

3F’S GREEN THINKTANK RECOMMENDS
• Optimal use of Denmark’s district heating network.
• Setting up a consortium for systems
export of district heating solutions.

for the district heating sector. No commercial player stands out as an obvious locomotive that can, will
and is geared to assume the role of driving force in a
consortium.
This is a gridlocked situation that the Danish state
and private stakeholders can help loosen.
Municipal utilities

The framework governing the activities in which
municipal utilities can engage is historically restrictive. Nonetheless, the practical experience of these
companies in planning and running district heating
systems gives them an important position in selling
Danish know-how.
Opportunities should therefore be opened to allow
one or more of the large municipal district heating

• Options for municipal utilities to assist
with export work.

companies to assist with export work. One means to
this end could be to enable them to form one or more
subsidiaries that can be part of a private consortium.
The state could invite tenders for the task by setting up a consortium and contributing financially, for
example, by providing guarantees. The state contribution could be made contingent on financial contributions from the consortium parties themselves.
Interested players could also draw on a collaboration with the Danish Export Credit Agency (EKF),
which provides export credit guarantees that cover
some of the risks entailed by the projects.

BOSCH calculations based on the
Danish Energy
Agency and Statistics Denmark 2013
1

The job creation
effect has been
estimated on the
basis of calculations
from The Economic
Council of the Labour Movement
2
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WATER
3F: Denmark should be a leader in the water
sector. This aim must be achieved through
good efficiency improvements, the clear division of roles in the water sector, a high ambition level, intelligent innovation, greater exports and climate adaptation.

BACKGROUND
Denmark continues to have excellent water technology competencies. We have traditionally led the field, but are now losing
ground. Denmark therefore needs to take initiatives that will help
it regain its once strong position.
With a political agreement to amend the Water Sector Reform
Act now finally in place, the object is to implement the agreement in upcoming legislation that aptly creates scope for innovation and high performance in the areas of the environment,
health, energy, climate and security of supply.
Furthermore, good frameworks must be established to enable
the publicly owned water companies and the water industry to
collaborate constructively on development and exports.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS
IN MORE DETAIL
Benchmarking model via operational optimisation and innovative solutions

In connection with the amendment of the Water
Sector Reform Act, the Danish government and the
Folketing should adopt a benchmarking model that
will generate efficiency improvements through optimised operations and investments in innovative solutions.
There is political agreement that efficiency improvements amounting to DKK 1.3 billion should
be implemented by 2020, and it is crucial that this
target is achieved by developing more effective solutions rather than by cutting costs, making short-term
investments in cheaper products and deferring infrastructure maintenance.
20
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The key question is how the agreed efficiency improvements can be obtained through a new economic
benchmarking model and price cap mechanism. The
system must have scope for investments and initiatives that set high environmental and health standards. It must not be designed in a way that penalises
the most ambitious companies and discourages those
that have already introduced efficiency measures.
Specifically, this means that the water companies’
own operational optimisation and investment in
innovative solutions must be the primary means of
improving efficiency. These are the valuable improvement measures that water companies need a clear incentive to aim for.
Companies must be allowed to retain their efficiency gains for a period in order to service the
investments required to obtain those efficiency improvements.

3F’S GREEN THINKTANK RECOMMENDS

The potential gains must both motivate water
companies to continually seek new ways to optimise
their operations and underpin suppliers’ demand for
innovative solutions and technologies.
A benchmarking model must only be used to demand efficiency improvements from companies that
have failed to introduce efficiency measures of their
own accord and therefore perform relatively poorly
against the model benchmarks.
Each company’s potential to improve its efficiency must be calculated on an objective basis, and over
time demands for improvements must be no greater
than each company realistically can meet.
The ‘Total Cost of Ownership’ principle

In the amended Water Sector Reform Act, the government and the Folketing should adopt a ‘Total Cost
of Ownership’ principle that covers lifetime, energy

• A benchmarking model to generate efficiency improvements through optimised operations and investments in
innovative solutions.
• A ‘Total Cost of Ownership’ principle to include lifetime,
energy and durability.
• A specification delineating the division of roles between
public water companies and the water industry.
• Frameworks supporting a high, realistic level of ambition
for the energy, climate, environmental and health performance of the public water companies.
• Frameworks enabling water companies to contribute actively to innovation and the marketing of new solutions
and technologies.
• An act on municipal climate adaptation plans as a common basis for initiatives in this area.

and durability, as well as establish mechanisms to
maintain investments in infrastructure renewal.
Regulations must be in place to ensure that water
companies steer clear of inexpedient efficiency measures like short-term savings and purchases of cheaper products with shorter lifetimes and higher energy
consumption.
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Companies can avoid this by making purchases
according to the ‘Total Cost of Ownership’ principle where price calculations always include lifetime,
energy costs and durability. Another approach is to
require that companies use the ‘Asset Management’
process, where investments in infrastructure maintenance and renewal are upheld at the right level.
Division of roles between the public water
companies and the water industry

The upcoming Water Sector Reform Act should specify how the roles between the public water companies
and the industry should be divided as regards innovation and exports.
The act should similarly clarify how roles and responsibilities for innovation and exports should be
divided between the publicly owned water companies
and private technology and equipment manufacturers.
This clarification will serve to optimise the cooperation and create incentives for both sides to participate.
Although the industry should commercialise and
export new solutions and technologies, the water
companies must play a significant role in innovation
and exports. Models for this cooperation should be
further developed.
The energy, climate, environmental and health performance of public water companies

The government and the Folketing should adopt
frameworks that actively support a high, realistic level of ambition for the energy, climate, environmental
and health performance of public water companies.
A politically based objective must be set stating that
Denmark is to be a leader in the water sector in areas
like energy production, lower CO2 emissions, clean
drinking water and the reduction of non-revenue water.
This is precisely why water companies must have
the capacity to meet the demand for innovative projects, which are Denmark’s key to developing, via its
domestic market, the solutions and technologies that
will make us a global leader.
‘Beacon and demonstration projects’ showcasing
the potential of Danish water technology must be developed. Such projects could, for example, focus on the
energy-neutral water and wastewater supply in which
the energy extraction corresponds (at a minimum) to
the water company’s energy consumption and which
addresses the reduction of all climate gases.
Water companies must be able to recoup the effective costs of expanding their activities to include,
for example, climate adaptation and wastewater treatment that better removes environmentally harmful
substances. This also applies when local environmental and service targets, etc., are adopted.
An ambitious performance benchmarking system
should be designed that officially and clearly documents the water companies’ environment, health, energy and climate results. This is the best way to support exports of innovative water solutions.
22
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Active innovation and marketing support
from water companies

The government and the Folketing should adopt
frameworks enabling water companies to contribute
actively to innovation and the marketing of new solutions and technologies, thus stimulating cooperation
on developing new export-based, green jobs in the
water industry.
Water companies should have the option of earmarking funds for participation in innovation work,
and models must be developed for payment relative
to the completed solutions that the private enterprises export.
More generous frameworks should therefore be set
up for including the costs of innovation in the regulated water price.
A ‘water sector technology centre’ should be established to promote the dissemination of already
developed technologies and solutions in the market
through analyses, the exchange of experience and the
securing of innovative tendering and procurement.
Constructive, stable conditions for the public co-financing of new water technologies should be provided via the Environmental Technology Development
Program (MUDP). The grants should be known and
predictable for four-year periods corresponding to
MUDP’s four-year strategies.
Water technology

Danish water sector exports consist predominantly of
high-quality, durable equipment and individual components. These components will probably continue to
make up the bulk of the sector’s exports. However,
to brand itself as an industry, the water sector as a
whole could usefully highlight its expertise in energy
and the climate, non-revenue water reduction, clean
water environments and safe drinking water of the
desired quality.
For some time, the Danish water sector has experienced a relative standstill, a trend also reflected in a
tendency to stagnating exports. This is linked to the
numerous resources expended to hive off water sector companies into independent legal and financial
entities and to adjust to the new regulation of the economic conditions.
More targeted focus should be put on exporting
Danish expertise in water technology. The industry
should increase its efforts by organising coordinated
sales campaigns abroad and systematically promoting sales of beacon projects.
Municipal water utilities are currently subject to
tight rules governing the extent to which they may assist with exports if they are to receive payment. These
frameworks should be eased so water companies can
contribute actively to innovation and the marketing
of new solutions and technologies, thus stimulating
cooperation on developing new export-based, green
jobs in the water industry.

Common platform for municipal climate
adaptation initiatives

The Folketing should pass an act regarding municipal
climate adaptation plans to create a common platform for cost-efficient initiatives and to ensure that
society takes preventive measures when it has the resources to do so.
Denmark has made great progress in developing
solutions to climate-proof its towns and cities against
flooding while also creating better, greener urban
spaces. New monitoring and control systems that can
be exported are also being developed.
Almost all local authorities have adopted the first
generation of climate adaptation plans based on an

agreement between the government and Local Government Denmark, and are starting to implement
them.
The local authorities vary in their levels of ambition. About half have an action plan proper setting
out specific initiatives. Fewer have an action plan
with time schedules and financial frameworks for the
specific initiatives.
Few local authorities have an updated service level
for surface water and flooding. Similarly, only a handful of local authorities, working systematically with
cost-benefit calculations, can determine what initiatives society could productively initiate to prevent
flood damage after heavy rain and extreme weather.
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WIND ENERGY
3F: Denmark should expand its onshore and offshore wind
energy potential, boost exports of the Danish energy model
and become the most flexible electrified country in the world.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS
IN MORE DETAIL
Exploiting onshore wind energy potential

Denmark continues to have potential for wind power expansion. Energinet.dk estimates that as much as
75% of future wind power expansion in Denmark can
take place onshore, but local reluctance to erect wind
turbines is one factor that makes realising this potential difficult.
Part of the problem relates to the lack of areas
where wind turbines can be erected without difficulty if the projects meet a number of requirements.
BACKGROUND
Denmark is home to the wind industry’s most innovative enterprises. As a global leader in a number of fields, we should take
further advantage of this edge for the benefit of value and job
creation in Denmark.
The development work means electricity produced on onshore
wind turbines will become increasingly competitive in future.
However, active efforts are still needed to support and promote
short- and long-term growth in the Danish wind cluster. This work
must be driven by international demand while also keeping Denmark at the forefront of development.

Another issue concerns the resources, processes and
competencies required to perform the specialised
tasks involved in planning and approving wind turbine projects in the local authorities in close dialogue
and cooperation with the local citizens affected.
The continued exploitation of Denmark’s onshore
wind energy potential requires an effort.
Onshore wind power expansion must be supported by:

• Identifying designated areas for wind energy production where projects that meet the stipulated
distance and noise requirements cannot later be
stopped.
• Integrating wind turbine planning with redevelopment interests and the purchase/compulsory
acquisition of properties suitable for demolition.
• Providing better access to financing through a
higher degree of local ownership.
• Giving higher priority to the government’s mobile
team of consultants so that more local authorities
short on resources and specialised know-how can
benefit from the team’s expertise.
• Establishing an independent centre of excellence
to meet the need for objective communication
with concerned groups of citizens, the press and
others.

Figure 9: Wind turbines in Denmark, 1977 to 2014
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Source: EWEA

2014 JRC wind status
report, Technology,
market and economic
aspects of wind energy
in Europe, Joint research Centre, 2015
2
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www.windpower.org

Denmark to spearhead common offshore
wind strategy

Denmark should maintain its sharp focus on offshore
wind turbines: for one, because Danish wind resources (particularly in the North Sea), with their favourable sea depths, are among the world’s best and most
stable, but also because as a first mover in the field,
Denmark can take advantage of the continuing drop
in prices that the industry expects to see in coming
years. In addition, we want to be the preferred supplier and part of the anticipated global boom in offshore
wind investments, chiefly in Europe, Denmark’s
neighbouring market.1
Europe currently boasts offshore wind turbines
with an installed capacity of approximately 10 GW,
and the first six months of 2015 broke a record with
the building of new offshore wind facilities representing 2.3 GW.
The EU Commission’s Joint Research Centre2 estimates that the EU will have an offshore wind capacity
of approximately 27 GW in 2020. This corresponds to
an annual expansion of 3 GW every year during the
period from 2015 to 2020, capacity that is expected to
be installed primarily in the North Sea and the Baltic
Sea. (See figure 10)
By way of illustration, this could possibly boost
Danish exports by DKK 15 billion annually and create full-time jobs in Denmark for another approx.
7,000 people.3
3F’S GREEN THINKTANK RECOMMENDS

• Exploiting Denmark’s significant onshore
wind energy potential.
• Spearheading a common offshore wind
strategy in the North Sea and the Baltic
Sea.
• Binding the electricity and heating sectors together in a new integrated energy
system with investments in new large
heat pumps.
• Boosting efforts to export the Danish
energy model.
• Becoming the most flexible electrified
country in the world.
• Exploiting the investment opportunities
offered by the Juncker plan to build new
infrastructure.
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Against this background, the countries bordering
the North Sea and the Baltic Sea need to work together closely on offshore wind development.
A common cross-national offshore wind strategy
for the North and Baltic seas is estimated to have the
ability to increase the potential quite significantly and
would also be in step with the adoption of the EU
Energy Union by the European heads of state and
government. The North Sea and the Baltic Sea have
been identified as a joint offshore wind power house
in this connection.
Denmark must therefore take the initiative to
launch a common offshore wind strategy for the
North Sea and the Baltic Sea focusing on:
• Integrating offshore wind standards and norms.
• Cooperating on subsidy rules for offshore wind
and on a regional partnership regarding the maritime planning of sites for offshore wind turbines.
• Expanding the collaboration on a joint electricity
system balance.
• Faster expansion with cross-national transmission
connections, including the need for transmission
connections in the German interior.
• Establishing instruments that make it attractive for
European Transmission System Operators (TSOs)
to incorporate the societal benefits of establishing
transmission links.
• Ensuring that existing and established transmission links are available to the electricity market
and are not blocked by local special interests, including special interests of local TSOs.
• Advocating opportunities for leasing Danish sea
territories to other countries desiring to expand
their wind farms.
Exporting the Danish energy model

In 2014-15, as part of the Growth Plan for Energy and
Climate, the Danish Energy Agency and the Trade
Council have started working more closely with a
number of new export advisers in Danish embassies.
The cooperation is to spread awareness of the Danish
energy model and strengthen the Danish exports basis. The work will continue until the end of 2015.

Figure 10: Offshore wind turbine
capacity in 2014 and expected
capacity in 2020
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At the same time the Danish Ministry of Business
and Growth has launched an initiative involving the
posting of an adviser on maritime growth to underpin
cooperation between Chinese and Danish authorities.
Both initiatives are promising in many respects, but
the horizon of the first is too short, and the Ministry
of Business and Growth initiative could be advantageously expanded to include a focus on offshore wind.
Export of the Danish energy model must be
strengthened by:
• Extending the Growth Plan initiative for the Danish energy model by at least two years.
• Having the adviser on maritime growth and shipping at the Danish embassy in China also focus on
the offshore wind industry and opportunities for
Danish exports to China.
• Cultivating and supporting the export of the Danish energy model, the adviser on maritime growth
and energy consultants at the Danish representations in China.
The world’s most flexible electrified country

In 2020 our electricity and district heating will be
distinctly greener, and in 2030 our electricity and district heating will contain up to 90% renewable energy.
The Energy Agreement of 2012 will have sole credit
for this accomplishment. Our next accomplishment
must be the systematic use of green energy production methods.
Denmark must also set the target of leading the
field when it comes to exploiting and using the full
potential of wind energy, particularly for heat production and transport. This is crucial if other nations
are to regard the Danish energy model as attractive.
Electrification is thus key to realising the employment potential of both onshore and offshore wind.
However, as things stand now and will stand for
many years to come, electricity consumption does
not look to be able to keep pace with the expected
sharp increase in electricity produced from renewable energy.
Denmark must expand and promote electricity consumption so we use more electricity for transport and
to heat buildings. Denmark has no tradition of electrification, a fact reflected in its tax regime, which subjects
electricity consumption to an inordinately high rate.
As the Danish energy system becomes more electrified, targeted work on electricity storage initiatives
will be needed. The wider use of heat pumps is one of
the many initiatives.
To become the world’s most electrified country
Denmark needs:
• Financial help to establish heat pumps in decentralised areas with natural gas-fired CHP and to
replace large and small oil-fired facilities in areas
with no collective heat supply.
• Financial help in the form of subsidies to establish
large heat pumps until a more permanent solution
is found via a general overhaul of the PSO and tax
system.
• Full or partial financing for the initiatives via, for

Figure 11: Expected wind power production and new electricity
consumption, 2015-2035
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example, the Renewable Energy for Production
Processes scheme and by postponing the previous
government’s proposal to abolish the carbon tax
levied on district heating.
• A durable overhaul of the vehicle registration fee
system, particularly for private cars, which among
other things would create stable frameworks for
electric cars.
• An overhaul of the tax regime to support electrification.
• The integration of electricity with the gas system,
one means being to initiate the phasing-in of electrolysis.
Juncker plan:

The EU Commission has proposed an ambitious
funding plan to modernise the EU’s infrastructure.
At the European Council meeting in December
2014 the member states decided to set up a European
Fund for Strategic Investments within the framework
of the European Investment Bank.
The aim is to mobilise at least EUR 315 billion in
additional investment in the period from 2015 to
2017. Examples of areas being targeted by the EFSI
are infrastructure, broadband and energy networks,
transport infrastructure in industrial hubs, education, research and innovation as well as renewable energy and energy efficiency. The fund will grant SMEs
and mid-cap companies better access to risk finance.
There are no immediate plans to distribute investments among thematic or geographic areas as a
means of ensuring that projects are selected on the
basis of their advantages and that they maximise the
efficiency of the fund.

This creates obvious opportunities that Denmark
should take:
The North Sea and the Baltic Sea as Europe’s
power station: Financing for the infrastructure that
will enable Europe to source a significant portion of
its energy supply from renewable energy sources in
the North Sea and the Baltic Sea.
Power connector to the UK: Swift establishment of
a power interconnector between Denmark and the UK.
CASE – REGION OF SOUTHERN DENMARK

A historic opportunity for integrating wind energy in the decentralised district heating system. However, integration is
prevented by taxes and the Public Service Obligation (PSO).
In the coming years, the heating plants in the Region of
Southern Denmark are poised to make a range of major decisions aimed at ensuring the security of the heating supply
to the region’s population. For technical reasons, much of
the capacity has to be replaced or subjected to life-extending measures within 5-10 years. The regulatory framework
prescribes an even shorter phasing-out period. Some of the
district heating companies are installing wood chip-fired
boilers as a replacement. Only a few are considering heat
pumps, because the Danish taxes and the PSO tariff make
wood chip-fired boilers the most financially viable option
for companies, in spite of the fact that heat pumps are the
best solution economically. As a result, within a few years
the heat supply in Southern Denmark will be bound to an
economically unfavourable solution for many years to come,
while the opportunity to integrate the increasing volumes
of wind energy in the heat supply will have been foregone.
Source: SE – Strategic Energy Planning Region Southern Denmark
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